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Introduction

Breast cancer is the formation of uncontrollable cells in the 
breasts of human, commonly seen in women [1]. Next to skin 
cancer, breast cancer is the second most common cancer among 
women in the United States [2]. Mammogram is the scanning 
process designed to detect signs of breast cancers [3]. The result 
of a mammogram is a black and white monochromic image [4] 
showing the internal structure of the breasts that allows medical 
experts to view, analyse, and detect the first signs of breast cancers 
[5]. This preliminary detection is followed with a more invasive 
biopsy procedure [6] to ascertain the presence of breast cancers. 

The analysis of mammogram images is manually and visually 
done by medical experts to identify lumps of cells that massively 
accumulate inside the breasts [7]. Since this analysis is visually 
done, it is desirable to enhance the images [8] in some manner 
that allows better visualization of the contrasting details and easy 
detection of these lumps so that a decision to perform biopsy 
procedure can be made. Many image enhancement techniques 
are available but require the medical experts to understand them 
to manually set their parameters correctly for the enhancement  

 
to work. The setting of these parameters is often adjusted on the 
trial-and-error basis that can be repetitive and tedious [9], and 
consequently can wear out the mental acuity of the experts [10]. 

To help human experts identifying lumps in mammograms, 
clustering techniques [11] are used so that regions of an image 
with pixels of similar values can be automatically grouped together 
by computers to form separate regions, and their attention can be 
directed to the suspected area on the image. In this endeavour, 
there are four basic types of clustering techniques that are 
available: K-means, hierarchical, fuzzy C-means, and model based. 
The K-means technique is the grouping of data points according 
to the similarities of their values and some predefined reference 
points [12]. The hierarchical technique is the grouping of data 
points according to the similarities in their values [13]. The fuzzy 
C-mean technique is a modification of the K-means technique 
with additional rules on how to group data that are somewhat 
equally like many predefined reference points at the same time 
[14]. The model-based technique assumes the statistical normal 
distribution for each group and groups the data in the maximum 
likelihood manner [15] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Common practice of using threshold filter to identify a region of interest and colorize it to direct the human attention to for the 
diagnosing effort.

This paper proposes the use of the K-means clustering 
technique to automatically identify regions of interest in 
mammogram images, and a colorization scheme with an extended 
range of colors to enhance the contrast of an image at the pixel 
level. In this study, statistical properties of the image are not 
available, and therefore the model-based clustering technique is 
not applicable. Furthermore, it is assumed that no prior knowledge 
of how to treat data points that are equidistant to the reference 
points is available, and therefore the fuzzy C-mean clustering 
technique is not applicable. The hierarchical clustering technique 
is computationally intense for a large set of data associating with 
an image and therefore will not be feasible in this study.

First, the segmentation of an image with the K-means clustering 
technique is carried out. Then the colorization of a selected region 
of interest is performed to enhance the contrast and visibility of 
features in that region of interest. The methodology is outlined in 
steps that can be implemented in a computer. Numerical results 
for this newly developed hybrid technique are shown to prove 
the concept and to demonstrate the workability, applicability, and 
practicality of the solution.

Background 

Mammogram imaging is the studying of images resulted from 
mammogram scanning with the objective to detect early signs of 
breast cancer. In this context, mammogram images are black and 

white monochromic images with examples shown in Figures 1a & 
1d. These images are analysed by human medical experts with the 
objective of identifying massive lumps that are signs of a cancer in 
development. The gray levels and the cluster of pixels with light 
gray levels are what medical experts are paying attention to to 
make the preliminary diagnostic assessment (Figure 2).

One common practice for medical experts reviewing the 
mammogram images is to identify a region of interest specified by 
the lower limit and upper limit in pixel values and highlight it with 
a color so that they can pay more attention to it in their attempt 
to make the diagnostic assessment. Figures 1b and 1e show the 
effect of a threshold filter that only retains pixels with values 
within a specific range defined by a lower threshold value and 
upper threshold value. Figures 1c and 1f shows the highlighting 
of the region of interest identified by the threshold filter so that 
more attention can be directed to it during the diagnosing analysis. 
While the practice is common with available software (in the form 
of a slider) or hardware (in the form of a controlling knob) to allow 
human to adjust the thresholds and see the corresponding results 
in near real time, it is still tedious to find the correct thresholds 
representing the region of interest that reveals potential sign of 
cancers. Another issue with this practice is that the highlighting 
is used mainly to draw attention to but without enhancing the 
details to make the diagnostic easier. 
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Figure 2: Digitalization of an image allows analysis of the pixel’s values: (a) magnitude, and (b) frequency of appearance.

The objective of this work is to find a systematic method of 
automatically identifying the region of interest, and a colorization 
scheme that can enhance the details enclosed within the identified 
region of interest. When the mammogram image is pre-processed 
sequentially with these two solutions, the result will be an image 
with enhancement of the features in the region of interest to allow 
medical experts to solely focus on the diagnosing effort instead of 
having to divide and divert their attention to the tedious task of 
adjusting of the region of interest that can wear out their mental 
acuity very fast, leaving them with little sound state of the mind to 
perform their main diagnosing duties. To address this objective, 
a corresponding research question is formed to guide the work 
presented in this paper: Is it possible to pre-process mammogram 
images with computer and as little instruction from human as 
possible to identify the region of interest (representing possible 
signs of breast cancer) and colorize it to enhance the details for a 
human expert to analyse with better effectiveness? 

Methodology 

Consider a typical mammogram image shown in Figure 
1(a). It consists of three main groups of pixels: (i) dark pixels 
representing the background, (ii) medium gray pixels representing 
normal tissues, and (iii) bright light gray pixels representing 
dense materials that require attention. With the digital imaging 
technology, color information of the pixels is encoded into 
numbers and the image can be numerically analyzed in various 
aspects. Figure 2(a) shows the encoding numerical values of the 
mammogram image in Figure 1(a), and Figure 2(b) shows the 
histogram analysis of how many times a pixel value appears in 
the image. The histogram analysis in Figure 2(b) confirms that 
there are three groups of pixels: (i) pixels with values from 0 to 
about 60 (dark pixels), (ii) pixels with values from about 60 to 160 
(medium dark pixels), and (iii) pixels with values from about 160 
to 255 (bright light color pixels). 

In this section, two implementable procedures are introduced 
and outlined to satisfy the objective mentioned in the previous 
section. The first procedure is the K-means clustering technique 
where the initial conditions are systematically specified for 
the purpose of segmenting mammogram images. The second 
procedure is the colorization where a wide range of colors in the 
visible spectrum is coded in a sequence of gradually changing 
colors so that the value of a pixel in a mammogram image can be 
transformed into the index of this sequence of gradually changing 
color to retrieve the color to assign to that pixel. The resulting 
image is a color image with much more contrast to show details 
that could not easily be seen when they are coded in a smaller 
range of gray levels (Figure 3).

K-Means Clustering Technique 

K-means clustering technique is a method of separating a data 
set into smaller subsets, with each subset being called a cluster 
because of the similarity in the nature of the data within that 
subset. In general, the K-means clustering technique consists of 
the following algorithmic steps: 

i. Initialization 1: set the number of clusters to be a 
constant N (the user must make an assumption of this number) 

ii. Initialization 2: establish N set of coordinates for the N 
clusters set in the previous step. Assign some arbitrary constants 
to these coordinates. 

iii. For each of the data point in the given data set, calculate 
N distances from this data point to the center of each of the N 
clusters. 

iv. Select the cluster whose center is the closest to the data 
point and assign this data point to that cluster. 

v. Repeat Steps (iii) and (iv) for each data point in the data 
set. 
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vi. Recalculate the center of each cluster based on the new 
cluster assignments of the data done in Steps (iii) through (v) 

vii. Repeat Steps (iii) thourgh (vi) when there are still 
differences between the centers of the clusters and the recalculated 
centers of the clusters.

As mentioned earlier, a mammogram image has three primary 
groups of pixels representing the background (dark pixels), the 
normal tissues (medium gray pixels), and dense tissue (bright 

light color pixels). Thus, the number of clusters N can be set to 
3 in Step (i) above. The initial centers of the clusters in Step (ii) 
can be assigned with pixel value 0 for the first center, pixel value 
127 for the second center, and 255 for the third centers. This 
assignment is to ensure that there will be pixels assigned to each 
of the clusters in the first iteration. Figure 3 shows the first few 
iterations and the last few iterations in the segmentation of the 
image in Figure 1(a) whose pixel values are shown in Figure 2(a) 
(Table 1 Figures 4 & 5).

Figure 3: The intermediate results at the end of each iteration of the K-Means clustering technique for the segmentation of the mammogram 
image in Figure 1(a).

Table 1: Primary Colors and their Physical Characteristics in the Visible Spectrum.

Color Name Violet Blue Green Yellow Red 

Color 

Wavelength 380–450 nm 450–485 nm 500–565 nm 565–590 nm 625–740 nm 

Figure 4: Simulated Visible Spectrum of Colors in RGB Coding Sequence.

Colorization 

Data in the pixels of the mammogram image have values 
ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white). This small range offers very 
little variation in the gray color representations of two consecutive 
pixel values (p) and (p + 1), preventing the human eyes to see the 
contrasting details of black & white monochromic mammogram 
images. To increase the contrast between two consecutive pixel 
values (p) and (p + 1), it is proposed that a much larger range of 
gradually changing colors is used so that the consecutive values 
(p) and (p + 1) can be stretched to (θ)(p) and (θ)(p + 1) where q is 

the number of times larger the new range is when compared to the 
old range of 256 gray levels. Furthermore, the use of many colors 
in this new color range will improve the contrasting between two 
consecutive pixel values even more.

Consider the visible spectrum of colors shown in Table 1. 
This spectrum consists of 5 primary colors ranging according to 
the wavelengths: violet, blue, green, yellow, and red. In the RGB 
code representation, a gradual transitioning of 256 colors can 
be constructed between each consecutive pair of these colors, 
yielding a range of (4)(256) gradually changing colors, or θ 
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= 4. Figure 4 shows this wider color range that is proposed for 
the colorization scheme in this study. This color range can be 
constructed as follows: 

(i) Initialization 1: establish an array of (4)(256) = 1024 
elements 

(ii) Initialization 2: for each of the 5 primary colors mentioned 
earlier in the visible spectrum, define the RGB codes for it as 
follows: 

Color(0) = (255, 0, 255) = violet, 

Color(255) = (0, 0, 255) = blue, 

Color(511) = (0, 255, 0) = green, 

Color(767) = (255, 255, 0) = yellow, 

Color(1023) = (255, 0, 0) = red. 

(iii) Transitioning: for each integer index between 1 and 254, 
between 256 and 510, between 512 and 766, and between 768 
and 1022, generate the transitioning colors as follows: 

Color(i) = (255 – i, 0, 255) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 254, 

Color(i) = (0, i – 255, 511c) for 256 ≤ i ≤ 510, 

Color(i) = (0, i – 511, 767 – i) for 512 ≤ i ≤ 766, (Figures 6 & 7).

Color(i) = (255, 1023 – i, 0) for 768 ≤ i ≤ 1022, 

Figure 5: Colorization of Regions of Interest in Cluster Green in Figure 3(f) of Mammogram Image in Figure 1(a).

Figure 6: Colorization of the region of interest can highlight the area where medical experts should pay attention to.

With the visible spectrum converted into a sequence of 1024 
gradually changing colors, the 256 gray levels in a mammogram 
image are stretched to 1024 color levels that significantly increase 

the contrasting details due to both the stretching and the use of 
various colors. Figure 5 shows the colorization of the red cluster 
in Figure 3(f) representing the regions of interest of the original 
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mammogram in Figure 1(a). The final colorized image in Figure 
5(c) clearly shows more details to the human eyes than the 
original image, making it easier to analyze.

Numerical Results 

In this section, the two sequential steps of segmentation and 
colorization are applied to various mammogram images to show 
that the enhancement can be done automatically by computers. 
This automate process will relieve the human experts from having 
to perform the tedious task of looking for the region of interest 
that can easily wear out their mental acuity. With fresh mental 
acuity, the human experts can focus on making correct diagnostic 
assessment. It is important to note that this automate process 
does not create nor destroy any new information; rather, it only 

enhances the visibility of existing information so that the human 
eyes can observe and process it more effectively and efficiently. 

Figures 6 through 9 demonstrate the workability of the two-
step procedure outlined earlier. For each of the original image 
shown on the left, the center image is the cluster of pixels with high 
values that were colorized with the simulated visible spectrum, 
and the right hand side image is the recombining of the center 
colorized cluster with the original image to show enhancement of 
the details necessary for the medical expert to pay attention to. In 
the four cases presented in these figures, the final results clearly 
show more details, and the colorization easily calls attention of 
the viewers to the specific areas that need attention (Figures 8 
& 9). 

Figure 7: Colorization of the region of interest can highlight the area where medical experts should pay attention to.

Figure 8: Colorization of the region of interest can highlight the area where medical experts should pay attention to.
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Figure 9: Colorization of the region of interest can highlight the area where medical experts should pay attention to.

Note that the colorization in Figures 6 to 9 shows a dominance 
of the colors yellow and red. This dominance is due to the data 
values in the pixels identified for the region of interest in the high 
range somewhere between 200 and 255. This is to be expected. 
However, if the human experts prefer different color, the simulated 
visible spectrum shown in Figure 4 can be easily modified so a 
different set of colors will appear at the high end of the spectrum.

Discussion and Future Direction 

The enhancement of monochromic mammogram images 

presented in this paper can be easily extended to other types 
of monochromic images such as infrared images, x-ray images, 
electron microscope images, etc. The difficulty of using any type 
of clustering technique to segment an image is to understand the 
nature of the images so that correct initial conditions (the number 
of clusters) can be established. Depending on the specific type 
of application and the information that is needed, the region of 
interest can be specifically tuned to get the best effect. Figure 
10 shows the use of thermal infrared camera in a night vision 
application where warm objects are highlighted. 

Figure 10: Application can be extended to infrared imaging commonly used for night vision.

Conclusion 

A systematic procedure to segment an image, to identify the 
region of interest, and to colorize that region of interest with 
an extended range of colour has been developed to enhance the 

visibility of mammogram images for detection of breast cancer. The 
solution will relieve the medical experts from having to manually 
perform the pre-processing for image enhancement that can wear 
out their mental acuity very fast (Figure 10). Numerical results 
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were included to demonstrate the workability, applicability, and 
practicality of the solution. Furthermore, the procedure can be 
shown to be applicable in other areas of imaging such as infrared 
imaging for night vision, etc. 
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